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Space for Global Development  

Become a high-skilled geospatial professional

Choose your Master's



CHARTING TODAY'S GLOBAL CHALLENGES WITH THE USE OF GEO-INFORMATION AND EARTH OBSERVATION SCIENCE.
ITC is the University of Twente’s Faculty of Geo-Information Science and Earth Observation. The Faculty ITC is among the world's top ten institutes for academic education, scientific research and technology development in earth observation and geo-information. Our people are engaged worldwide in realising the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals in food security and agriculture, energy transition, geo-health, climate change adaptation, urban development and smart cities, disaster risk reduction, and land administration. 
Choose a Master's programme

Go to Master's overview


Latest news from the Faculty ITC


DesignLab launches the DesignLab Academy for professionals



Finding superhot rocks: A new global model for geothermal exploration

Associate Professor, Juan Carlos Afonso, collaborated with the Clean Air Task Force (CATF) to build a new tecno-economic global model for superhot geothermal energy, which was presented this week at the world's main energy conference: CERAWeek 




Best Paper Award for Phd Candidate Néstor De La Paz Ruíz

Last week, PhD candidate Néstor de la Paz Ruíz, supervised by Dr. Ellen-Wien Augustijn, Dr. Mahdi Farnaghi, and prof.dr. Raúl Zurita Milla of the department of Geo-information Processing (GIP), won the Best Paper Award at TU Delft - Water for Impact. 




EO4All Launches Mentoring Program for Earth Observation Enthusiasts

In an effort to foster gender diversity and professional growth within the Earth Observation (EO) community, EO4All launched its mentoring program on International Women’s Day.




Higher acidity than expected: A new study explores the effects of the nitrogen crisis on Dutch soil.

A recently released paper by UTwente researchers has brought attention to a concerning issue in our forests: higher soil acidity than previously thought. This research not only sheds light on a worsening problem but also offers practical solutions to address the detrimental effects of atmospheric nitrogen deposition on soil.



More news
Events

09Apr
Robotics Day 2024
09Apr
PhD Defence Abhisek Maiti | Multi-Modal Earth Observation and Deep Learning for Urban Scene Understanding
10Apr
PhD Defence Stella Gachoki | Modelling the spatial and temporal distribution of TSETSE flies for targeted control
10Apr
Public lecture by Professor Andreas Christian Braun
17Apr
Geotechnology Ethics Webinar: Critical Remote Sensing with Drones
24Apr
Talk: Unleash Your Data for HPC & AI with the WEKA Data Platform
08May
Erasmus+ Inspire Days
15May
Training: Introduction to Geospatial Raster and Vector with R
23May
SDGs, Ethics and the Geospatial Domain: Critical insights and ways forward for the geospatial curriculum
27Jun
TechMed Research Day


More Events


Our core activities



World-class education
We equip our students to tackle complex challenges. Study with us and become a savvy, internationally confident professional, capable of developing new knowledge and translating it into practical solutions for real-world problems.
Our coursesTop-ranked universityFuture career




Interdisciplinary research
We are an internationally recognized leading research entity in geospatial sciences. We focus on fundamental and problem-solving research, with an eye to those complex global challenges where spatial information can make a real difference.
Research themesOpen science




Making an impact
We apply, share and facilitate the effective use of geo-information and earth observation knowledge and tools for tackling global wicked problems. Our purpose is to enable our many partners around the world to track and trace the impact of today’s global challenges.
Expertise domainsMajor projects




Find a course
Master's
Short (online) courses



We educate our students to be professionals, capable of acquiring knowledge and translating this into practical applications for solving real-world problems.
Spatial EngineeringGeo-Information Science and Earth Observation


Choose your subject area.
Disaster managementGeoinformaticsGeological remote sensingLand administrationNatural resourcesUrban planningWater resources





Cross-disciplinary facilities
Bringing together expertise from all relevant disciplines within ITC, the University of Twente and beyond.


CDR
Centre for Disaster Resilience




UAV Centre
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Centre




CRIB
Centre of Expertise in Big Geodata Science





Scientific departments
ITC's core activities education, research and project services are executed by staff from six scientific departments: Earth Observation  Science, Applied Earth Sciences, Geo-Information Processing, Natural Resources, Urban and Regional Planning and Geo-information Management, Water Resources. They operate as centres of excellence, covering the different fields of disciplinary interest that encompass ITC's core mission.

Digital Twin Geohub
Digital Twinning for Urban and Rural Environmental Modelling





Let's talk business!

	
Learn about our labs and resources

	
Become a high skilled geo-spatial professional

	
Partner up for your next project with our ITC alumni entrepreneurs




ITC
Langezijds building
Hallenweg 8
7522 NH  Enschede

+31 (0)53 487 44 44
info-itc@utwente.nl
Route
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